Historically, immunology emerged as a biomedical science, concerned with host defense and production of anti-infectious vaccines. In the late 50s, selective theories were proposed and from then on, immunology has been based in a close association with the neo-Darwinian principles, such as random generation of variants (lymphocyte clones), selection by extrinsic factors (antigens)-and, more generally, on genetic determinism and functionalism. This association has had major consequences: (1) immunological jargon is full of "cognitive" metaphors, founded in the idea of "foreignness"; (2) the immune system is described with a random clonal origin, coupled to selection by random encounters; and (3) physiological events are virtually absent from immunological descriptions. In the present manuscript, we apply systemic notions to bring forth an explanation including systemic mechanisms able to generate immunological phenomena. We replace "randomness plus selection" and the notion of foreignness by a history of structural changes which are determined by the coherences of the system internal architecture at any given moment. The importance of this systemic way of seeing is that it explicitly attends to the organization that defines the immune system, within which it is possible to describe the conservative physiology of the immune system. Understanding immune physiology in a systemic way of seeing also suggests mechanisms underlying the origin of immunopathogeny and therefore suggests new insights to therapeutic approaches. However, if seriously acknowledged, this systemic/historic approach to immunology goes along with a global conceptual change which modifies virtually everything in the domain of biology, as suggested by Maturana.
The late 1940s were marked by the first evidences of cellular participation in immunological phenomena (Chase 1945) and in the 1950s, immunology until then dominated by medical and biochemical interests, was suddenly invaded by biological issues. Lymphocytes were characterized as the substrate of "immunocompetence" (Gowans 1996) . Tissue allografts were used and understood as immunogenic stimuli and the notion of "specific immunological tolerance" was forged in experiments of tissue transplantation (Billingham et al. 1953 ). Graft-versus-host (GvH) reactions were also characterized illustrating the powerful pathogenic potential of lymphocyte activation (Simonsen 1962) .
The middle and late 1950s saw the emergence of the so-called "selective theories of antibody formation", inaugurating a strong and permanent union with neoDarwinist Biology. According to the natural selection theory of antibody formation (Jerne 1955) , "natural antibodies" arise spontaneously, without antigens, and are then "selected" and amplified by contact with specific antigens. A couple of years later Burnet (1957) , suggests that lymphocyte "clones" arise spontaneously, without antigens, each one forming a single or a few antibodies and are then "selected" by antigens to undergo clonal expansion and antibody formation. The clonal selection theory provides a cellular basis for the induction of "allograft tolerance" in newborn mice, and Burnet suggest that a similar inhibitory phenomenon neutralizes (delete, inhibit) auto-reactive lymphocytes ("forbidden clones") preventing the immune system from harming the organism with "autoimmune diseases". This set of propositions had the effect of locking theoretical immunology in a scenario that forbids the proposition of significantly different theories, because lymphocytes forbidden to interact physiologically with the organism and with other lymphocytes, cannot organize themselves in a system. Parallel important notions, such as the suggestion that antibody production followed cell selection and a multiplicity of not so strict specificities (Talmage 1959) were virtually ignored.
The net result of such a theoretic narrowness was the characterization of a massive variety of cellular/ molecular components involved in immunological activity, together with a flagrant inability to create new vaccines, treat allergies or diagnose autoimmunity. In summary, immunological activity is described as resulting from the expansion/contraction/regulation of specific clones of lymphocytes; the recognition of "foreignness", i.e. the detection of the previously undetected materials, usually called self/non-self discrimination, is a guiding explanatory principle. This explanatory principle has a clear cognitive, metaphoric meaning (Tauber 1997 ) which we want to avoid and replace by an explanation based on the structural dynamics of the immune system.
Explanatory principles and explanations
There is an important and generally unacknowledged difference between explanations and explanatory principles. Explanatory principles tend to hide that which they are supposed to explain, as if naming a problem would be equivalent to solve it. If we ask: "How are we aware of reality?" and someone answers that we are conscious human beings, consciousness becomes an explanatory principle that hides the problem of our awareness of reality. Criminals are frequently taken to be explanatory principles of crime, but actually crime has much more complex origins; to restrict crime, we must curtail the conditions that give rise to criminals. Gregory Bateson (1973) initiates one of his famous "metalogues" with his daughter ("What is an instinct?") saying that gravity is an explanatory principle that actually does not explain anything. Maturana (1987) also argues that explanatory principles are not explanations. Asking how the immune system recognizes "foreign" materials does not help us to understand how this recognition is done, but it has had the effect of making believe that this is what the immune system actually does. Yet, is it?
What makes an explanation? First, explanations are answers to special kinds of questions, questions that demand an explanation. Lectures can become boring when they answer questions, which were not made. Scientific explanations, the kind of explanations we are interested in science, always contain a generative mechanism, i.e. a collection of components and relations among components that, when operating, is able to generate for the observer the entity or the phenomenon he/she wants to explain. But generative mechanisms are not, in themselves, explanations because explanations are only configured when they are accepted by the listener, who may place many informal objections in his/her hearing. In short, explanations are answers that contain an acceptable generative mechanism able to generate whatever we want to explain. A final question is: when do we know that we have already explained what we want to explain? When the generative mechanism proposed is able to generate other (all the) phenomena in that particular domain of description (Maturana 1987) .
Thus, what do we have to show to say that we have reached an explanation of immunological problems? We have to propose a mechanism able to generate all immunological phenomena, both physiological and pathological. Currently, the expansion/contraction/ regulation of specific clones of lymphocytes is insufficient to generate all known immunological phenomena.
Immunological activity is based on an explanatory principle, called self/non-self discrimination or, as we prefer, the recognition of "foreignness", the detection of the previously undetected. This explanatory principle has a clear cognitive, metaphoric meaning (Tauber 1997) which we want to avoid and replace by the structural dynamics of a lymphocyte network.
Physiology and conservation
Immunological activity is currently described as an automatic molecular/cellular neo-Darwinian process (Silverstein 1999) based on a random origin of variants (lymphocyte clones) coupled to a process in which these clones are subsequently selected for action (activation/differentiation/expansion) by competition with other clones. Clonal selection is to immunology, what natural selection is to biology.
A random origin of variants is essential to maintain natural selection of living species as the guiding force in evolution because otherwise factors internal to the organisms would impose architectural restrictions to variation and become the important issues. Similarly, a random origin is essential to maintain clonal selection of lymphocytes as the explanation of immunological activity; otherwise, architectural restrictions, for example, the organization of lymphocyte networks (Jerne 1974; Vaz and Varela 1978) would become the important issues. Random processes are polarly opposite to conservative, systemic/historical processes. It is impossible to tell the story of random events and randomness fears to tread where a story is told.
Physiology is not a central concept in immunology, because it is historically linked with medicine and pathology. Different from genetics and biochemistry, which were born in the study of plants and animals, immunology was born as a branch of bacteriology, in the study of human infectious diseases. The idea of immune protection conferred to immunology a series of cognitive concepts, inherent in the notion of vaccines. Central notions such as immune recognition, memory and tolerance, are loaded with a cognitive meaning that remains unacknowledged and even unexamined (Vaz and Carvalho 1993; Tauber 1997) . Although fundamental in current thinking, these notions are explanatory principles which we want to replace by structural concepts.
It is also easy to understand why conservation is not a central notion in neo-Darwinism, nor in current immunology, because conservation is unable to coexist with the random generation of variants believed to feed the subsequent selective process of lymphocytes, which is also believed to be driven by random encounters with immunogenic materials absorbed from the medium. However, as we shall now describe, there is solid evidence for conservation in immunological activity. We will discuss two particular issues of conservation: what became known as "oral (mucosal) tolerance" in adult animals (Faria and Weiner 2005) and the robust conservation of patterns of reactivity in natural immunoglobulins (Igs) (Nóbrega et al. 1993; Lacroix-Desmazes et al. 1999) .
Oral tolerance as conservation
Immunology lost a great opportunity to study physiological and conservative phenomena early in the XXth century, when different laboratories, both in Europe (Besredka 1909) and US (Wells 1911; Chase 1946) , reported for the first time a phenomenon currently know as oral tolerance (Brandtzaeg 1996; Faria and Weiner 2005) . Oral tolerance is usually interpreted as an inhibition of specific immune responsiveness to a protein immunogen, which is triggered by its previous ingestion as food. Actually, although this previous ingestion triggers a decrease in B and T cell responsiveness, it is not an inhibition but rather a stabilization or conservation of the level of specific responsiveness after a secondary parenteral immunization. This is made evident in animals which become "partially tolerant", i.e. which are significantly less responsive than controls, but still produce significant amounts of specific antibodies. These "partially tolerant" animals robustly maintain their level of specific responsiveness in spite of several successive immunizations with the specific immunogen (Verdolin et al. 2001) .
This robust stabilization is the opposite of the progressive kind of responsiveness normally associated with the idea of immunological memory that is supposed to be on the basis of immune-protection by vaccination. And, although presently unappreciated, we claim that this is a fundamental aspect of immunological physiology.
The presence of dietary proteins is necessary to build a normal immune system. Mice maintained in conventional (non-sterile, non-SPF) environments and fed from weaning with a protein-free aminoacidbalanced diet, display several molecular, cellular and morphological abnormalities in their immune system . The two major sources of immunogenic materials to which the organism is exposed are dietary proteins and products of the gut flora (the autochthonous microbiota). However, instead of immunizing the organism for progressive responsiveness, contacts with these materials lead to stable levels of specific responsiveness. Disturbances of the normal assimilation of food proteins and products of the gut flora lead to severe inflammatory gut diseases (IBD) (Duchman et al. 1996) .
It is noteworthy that the parenteral injection of small doses (e.g. 10 mg) of proteins to which the animal is orally-tolerant triggers a strong inhibition of primary responses to unrelated antigens; the fact that secondary responses to these same immunogens are not similarly inhibited, indicates that this phenomenon cannot be explained by so-called "innocent bystander" mechanisms (Carvalho et al. 1996) . This provides further support for the systemic (networkish) character of immunological activity.
Natural, robust patterns of IgM production
An important recent development in immunology has been the development of methods allowing the assessment of Ig reactivity en bloc, by placing whole serum of normal (non-immunized) organisms in contact with complex mixtures of ligands, such as extracts of whole organs (muscle, liver, brain, etc.) or whole bacterial cultures, such as modified forms of immunoblotting (Nó brega et al. 1993; Haury et al. 1994; Stahl et al. 2000) or "protein-chips" (Quintana et al. 2004) . Results obtained with these methods have shown that patterns of reactivity of natural serum Igs are established early in ontogeny.
It may come as a surprise to learn that mice raised and maintained from birth in "antigen-free" conditions may robustly conserve standard concentrations (Hashimoto et al. 1978; Bos et al. 1986 ) and patterns of reactivity in their naturally produced IgM, and also their rates of activation of T lymphocytes (Pereira et al. 1985) . "Antigen-free" mice are immunologically abnormal: they form no germinal centers, do not develop lymph nodes, have no mucosal-associated lymphoid tissues and the synthesis of IgG and IgA (and probably IgE) is almost inexistent. However, they display normal numbers of IgM-forming cells in the spleen and their serum concentration of IgM is normal and display normal patterns of reactivity ). This shows that fundamental aspects of immunological activity are internal to the organism and antigenindependent.
A large proportion of the Igs produced in the initial phase of ontogeny are multiconnected to other Igs and interference with their formation results in gross abnormalities in adult life (Marcos et al. 1986) .
These results have shown that patterns of reactivity of natural serum Igs are established early in ontogeny and from then on are also robustly conserved throughout the healthy living of the organism (Mouthon et al. 1995; Lacroix-Desmazes et al. 1999) . These patterns are influenced by genes important in the determination of immunological activity, such as the MHC complex and those coding lymphocyte clonal receptors (Vasconcellos et al. 1998) .
In normal (non-immunized) organisms, the patterns of reactivity of IgG are also to a large degree conserved, when tested against extracts of autologous tissues, although not so much in relation to bacteria (Mouthon et al. 1995) . An important observation is that these patterns of IgG reactivity may vary in predictable ways during severe diseases, such as autoimmune diseases and chronic parasitic diseases, both in humans (Ferreira et al. 1997; Stahl et al. 2000; Caligiuri et al. 2003; Fesel et al. 2005 ) and experimentally in animals (Fesel and Coutinho 1998; Vaz et al. 2000 Vaz et al. , 2001 . These findings suggest that pathological processes are not random events and that the structural changes the organism undergoes during diseases follow courses that may be scrutinized by the analysis of serum Igs.
Systems
The serious acceptance of notions such as the conservation of patterns of serum Igs has radical consequences. In all accepted versions of immunological theory, immunological activity stems from a collection of unconnected lymphocytes, but this is incompatible with the idea of conserved patterns of reactivity. Invariant relations among components, on the other hand, are essential in the organization of systems. A system is described as a collection of elements connected to each other in such a way that acting upon one element has repercussions upon all the others. This is not what current immunology accepts; the idea of lymphocyte networks (Jerne 1974; Vaz and Varela 1978) is no longer seriously discussed as a central concept. Except for brief moments of activating/inhibiting interactions, lymphocytes are believed to act independently from each other, i.e. to use the standard jargon, lymphocytes are supposed to respond specifically to stimuli.
According to Maturana a system is any collection of elements that through preferential interactions among themselves create an operational boundary that separate them from other elements, with which they can also interact and, thus, configure the medium in which this collection of elements (the system) operate as a totality. Therefore, a system exists as a totality in a medium with which it interacts and also exists in another domain: a structural domain, a space generated by the interactions among its components. In its totality, the system does not exist alone: it exists in a medium through interactions, which trigger structural changes in it. The system conserves its condition as a special kind of systems as long as the organization that defines it is conserved (Maturana 2002; Vaz et al. 2003) .
In traditional immunology, the "immune system" is seen as a collection of lymphocytes which perform individually specific immune responses to immunogenic stimuli. But systems, on the other hand, are neither stimulated nor respond to anything. Dynamic systems may (actually, they must) undergo perturbations (changes of state) triggered by encounters with the medium in which they operate as such systems and by the flux of their own activity. These perturbations are compensated by changes in relations among components, otherwise the system loses its organization and is either destroyed or transformed into a system of another class. The term perturbation is not meant as irregular deviation from a normal path; actually, dynamic systems never exist in a nonperturbed condition. Living systems perform a ceaseless dance of perturbations and compensations in their structural drifting while conserving their characteristic self-maintained organization, which Maturana has named an autopoietic organization (Maturana 2002; Maturana and Poerksen 2004; Maturana 2005) .
Systems within systems
As a component of the organism of jawed vertebrates, the immune system is part of their physiology as living systems and participates in the maintenance of their autopoietic organization. As a sub-system component of the organism, the immune system has also an organization and a physiology of its own as a complex dynamic system. An important departure in this way of seeing is that the medium in which the immune system operates is the organism of which it is a component; the medium in which the organism operates remains as a meta-medium inaccessible to the immune system. This is a contra-intuitive notion because immunologic activity is usually understood as immune responses to the contact with foreign antigens, and specific antibodies obviously react with these foreign materials. However, the fact that antibodies seem to be specifically directed to the antigens with which they react, is a fallacy which, to be understood, requires seeing the immune system in the two separate domains of description indicated by Maturana (2002) . This double way of seeing is necessary to avoid the fallacy of instructive interactions.
The fallacy of instructive interactions in immunology
A common misunderstanding of the nature of systems is that, as we see components of the system interacting with components of the medium and see that the system changes after these interactions, we may be mislead to believe that these interactions determine (guide, orient) the changes the system undergoes. This is known as the fallacy of instructive interactions Varela 1980, 1987) . Systems are structure-determined entities, i.e. their changes are determined (guided, oriented) by their own structure. Actually, at each moment, it is the system's structure that determines which features (which components) of the medium may trigger perturbations in it. In immunology, the fallacy of instructive interactions arise as changes in the immune system which are described as specific immune responses, believed to be determined (guided, oriented) by interactions with (antigenic, immunogenic) components of the medium in which the organism operates.
Specific antibodies as entities configured by immunological observations
Among several proposals concerning the understanding of living systems, perhaps the most radical aspect of Maturana ideas, is his definition of human "languaging", which he claims to be the basis of human understanding, from which derives his treatment of objective reality (Maturana and Mpodozis 1987; Maturana 1988) . Language is usually understood as the transmission of symbolic information, but Maturana (1983) argues that the notion of information is unnecessary and bound to confuse the discussion of biological issues. He defines human languaging as a way of living (a ontogenic phenotype) typically human (Maturana and Mpodozis 2000) , consisting of recursive coordinations of coordinations of consensual actions (Maturana 2002) . The importance of actions in defining cognition is apparent in the title of one of his recent books: "From being to doing" (Maturana and Poerksen 2004) . This definition of languaging as actions is also instrumental in his definition of reality; his aim is not to define what reality is, but rather to understand how we do what we do, including when we are asking what reality is. He claims that objects are configured through human actions (Maturana and Mpodozis 1987) in a kind of "inter-objectivity", which is not subjectivity. In other words, he never uses the notion of an objective independent reality as an explanatory principle.
We have recently exemplified how objects are configured in human actions by discussing the detection of "specific antibodies". Igs are described in the structural domain as components of the immune system and of the organism, which participate in its autopoietic organization. On the other hand, specific antibodies are functional entities distinguished in tests intentionally assembled to detect and quantitate them, and are supposed to define a domain of interactions between components of the immune system and components of the medium in which the organism lives. In this process, the intentionality of actions of immunologists operating in human languaging as observers of immunological activity, is transferred to the Igs detected as specific antibodies (Vaz and Ramos 2006) . But the intentionality lies in the descriptions of immunologists; it is not present in the structural dynamics of the immune system. According to Maturana (2006) , "the immune system as a closed network of molecular and cellular productions that is part of the realization of the autopoiesis of an organism, does not protect or defend it. Defense and protection are metaphorical forms of describing the organism/niche relation that is being conserved in the lineage to which the observed organism belongs, that the observer proposes as a generative mechanism unaware of the process of phylogenic drift".
An immune system?
As described next, current immunology is in theoretical turmoil. It is important to understand that our purpose is not finding answers to the problems and enigmas generated by the cognitive metaphors of traditional immunology, but rather to propose new notions which will necessarily generate other set of problems and enigmas.
If and when seriously considered, these notions raise a series of important questions. Which organization (invariant relations of components) is conserved and defines immune "systems" as special kinds of systems? In other words, if immunological activity arises in internal (closed) relations among lymphocytes, what is invariant (conserved) in these operations and how is this "internal" system "perturbed" by contact with its medium, which are not "external" materials (antigens), but rather the organism itself. Tracing an operational limit between the immune system and the organism is necessary for the definition of the immune system as a true system.
Crisis in traditional immunology
Serological specificity, i.e. the capacity of a serum sample to react with a defined antigen X, named as anti-X, can be associated with Ig collections of widely different molecular composition. This "degeneracy" of Ig specificity has long been acknowledged as permissive (Talmage 1959) , but may also be perceived as a major problem challenging basic tenets of immunological theory (Eisen 2001; Cohen and Sercarz 2004) .
This conflict disappears when it is realized that specific antibodies and Igs are entities distinguished by different operations: antibodies are functional entities created (named) by the immunologist with practical (intentional, classificatory) interests, while Igs, viewed as components of the structural dynamics of the organism, are not oriented (directed, aimed) to react with (any) foreign materials, although they incidentally can be shown to do so, i.e. to behave as antibodies.
A second major issue pertains the concept of "natural tolerance" which deals with the interactions of the immune system with the organism. This problem has been confused for the last 50 years because the dominating theory-the clonal selection theory-forbids the reaction of lymphocytes with components of the organism ("forbidden clones"). Gradually, evidence in favor of a "physiological autoimmunity", different from the pathogenic autoimmunity prevailing in autoimmune diseases was acknowledged (Pereira et al. 1985; Coutinho et al. 1995; Coutinho 2005) . This is an important point because since the simple presence of "auto-reactive" lymphocytes can no longer be incriminated as responsible for "autoimmune" aggressions and diseases, new triggering factors must be identified. What changes physiological into pathogenic autoimmunity?
As already pointed out, mucosal (oral) tolerance is the most frequent consequence of contact of the organism with the two major sources of external materials, namely: dietary proteins and products of the autochthonous microbiota. Therefore, in addition to "natural tolerance", which pertains interactions of lymphocytes with the organism, we must also consider mucosal tolerance as a major aspect of immunological activity.
It should be also acknowledged that, contrary to allograft tolerance in mice, which can only be induced in the neonatal period, the susceptibility to oral tolerance arises, grows and decays in parallel with immunocompetence (Vaz et al. 1997 ).
Immanent immunopathogeny
A systemic view of immunologic activity may suggest how immunopathogeny arises. A frequent way of natural disassembling of systems is a loss of connections between system's components; machines frequently break down with this type of defect. In the immune system this would be equivalent to a loss of connectivity among lymphocytes and lymphocyte products, such as Igs and lymphocytes, for example, changes in the idiotype -anti-idiotype connectivity among B-and T-cells (Jerne 1974; Pereira et al. 1985; Marcos et al. 1986 ). This could lead to skewed profiles of expansion of a restricted variety of lymphocytes (oligoclonal expansions) which would mediate tissue damage.
It has been extensively demonstrated that T lymphocytes have the tendency to expand, sometimes to abnormally large proportions, when placed in lymphopenic organisms, in what was called homeostatic expansion or lymphopenia-induced lymphopoiesis (Troy and Shen 2003; Stockinger et al. 2004 ). These mechanisms probably play a natural role in the lymphocyte expansion of early periods of ontogeny, in which the first cells to emerge from primary organs find themselves in an organism free of lymphocytes (Min et al. 2003) . Many of the Igs produced in this initial phase of ontogeny are multiconnected to other Igs and interference with their formation results in gross abnormalities in adult life (Marcos et al. 1986; Vakil et al. 1986) .
If the initial population of T lymphocytes emerging in newborns is curtailed in its diversity, for example, by thymectomy performed at 3-days of age, the animal may develop a normal number of lymphocytes but develops autoimmune aggressions to various tissues and organs (Sakaguchi 2005) . This happens because the resulting lymphocyte population remains oligoclonal (with a sub-optimal diversity) and expands to abnormal proportions. Thus, an immune system with a sub-optimal clonal (oligoclonal) composition may become pathogenic, regardless of developing a normal number of lymphocytes; clonal diversity is a neglected variable in the definition of immunological activity (King et al. 2004 ). Homeostatic proliferation of T cells following immunosuppression may actually represent a barrier to transplantation tolerance (Wu et al. 2004) .
Actually, as discussed below, oligoclonal expansions of T cells are a common feature of numerous immunopathologic situations both in humans and experimental animals, including inherited immunodeficiency conditions, autoimmune and allergic diseases and also chronic parasitic infections. As suggested above, this form of malfunctioning may result from faulty connections between components of the system; isolated lymphocyte clones have a tendency to expand, and new forms of connectivity may drive the system into abnormal, skewed dynamics, which are manifested as immunopathology.
IgE, eosinophils and T cell oligoclonality
Curiously and significantly, eosinophilia and increased IgE formation are frequently associated with the oligoclonal expansion of T cells in a large variety of situations, varying from inherited immunodeficiency conditions, autoimmune and allergic diseases and chronic parasitic infections.
Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE), is an immunologically-mediated condition of the central nervous system with destruction of myelin, which is considered an experimental model of autoimmunity similar to the human disease known as multiple sclerosis (MS). Its simplest form of induction requires the injection of adjuvants containing myelin or myelin basic peptide (MBP) into susceptible mouse strains; the disease is manifested by different degrees of motor dysfunction eventually leading to the death of the animal. Transgenic mouse strains containing exclusively MBP-specific T cells develop EAE "spontaneously" but this can be avoided by adoptive transfer of polyclonal T cells from normal compatible donors (Lafaille et al. 1994; Olivares-Villagomez et al. 2000) . Thus, abolishing oligoclonality eliminate the pathogeny.
The same laboratory also reported experiments showing that IgE production is linked to T cell oligoclonality. Huge amounts of IgE (100-fold higher than normal) were produced by transgenic mice harboring one single T-cell clone and a single B-cell clone when they were injected with protein conjugates appropriate to stimulate (link) cells of the two clones. Thus, an extreme example of oligoclonality leads to extreme levels of IgE production. Similarly to the experiments with EAE, adoptive transfer of polyclonal T cells from normal compatible donors reduced the magnitude of IgE production (de Lafaille et al. 2001 ).
In parasitic diseases, an extensively investigated example of the association of an intense production IgE with T cell oligoclonality is the infection of Balb/c mice with Leishmania major (Launois et al. 1997; Pingel et al. 1999) Oligoclonality: Omenn's syndrome and a variety of other pathological situations If the stability of profiles of reactivity of natural Igs reflects the operation of the immune system in healthy living, we may hope that specific alterations of these profiles are associated with particular pathologic conditions. As mentioned above, this has been actually noted in autoimmune and parasitic diseases both in humans and experimental animals. The mechanism of these alterations is unknown but they would be expected if some components of the immune system were isolated from the restrictions imposed by the network of interactions among lymphocytes and were independently expanded. In reality, there are an amazing number of pathologic situations associated with oligoclonal expansions of T lymphocytes. Omenn's syndrome is outstanding among these examples.
Omenn's syndrome is a severe, frequently fatal human immunodeficiency syndrome resulting from mutations in Rag1/Rag2 (Villa et al. 1999 ) in which pathogeny is linked to huge clonal expansions of CD4 þ T lymphocytes and an intense production of IgE with eosinophilia; an inherited disorder characterized by an absence of circulating B cells and an infiltration of the skin and the intestine by activated oligoclonal T lymphocytes (Corneo et al. 2001) .
Similar oligoclonal expansions are observed during GvH reactions following bone marrow transplants (Margolis et al. 2000; Orsini et al. 2000) and they eventually occur after blood transfusions (Wang et al. 1997 ) and congenital GvH (Appleton et al. 1994 ). Oligoclonal expansions of T cells are also present in several autoimmune diseases, such as lupus erythematosus (Murata et al. 2002) , autoimmune thyroiditis (Sekine et al. 2000) and rheumatoid arthritis (Jendro et al. 1995; Guilherme and Kalil 2004) and also in diseases derived from distortions in maternal microchimerism, such as systemic sclerosis (Sakkas et al. 2002) .
IgE and persistent allergic sensitization
The association of lymphocyte oligoclonality with IgE production has been confirmed in the clinical scenario: VH gene usage in IgE responses of seasonal rhinitis patients allergic to grass pollen is oligoclonal and antigen driven (Davies and O'Hehir 2004 ). This association is also able to explain why the persistent production of specific IgE antibodies in mice requires intermittent repeated injections of small doses of antigen into strains genetically high-responders to this particular antigen; the interesting issue here is why higher doses of the same antigen will not succeed in inducing a persistent production of specific IgE in any mouse strain (Levine and Vaz 1970) . We suggest that high-responder strains possess the few peculiar clones, which are able to detect and bind with sufficient affinity the minute doses of antigen to which the organism is intermittently exposed. These clones then expand oligoclonally. When higher doses of antigen are used, in any strain, the reaction involves many other clones and the oligoclonality and IgE production are curtailed.
New therapeutic developments?
Different outlook, different aims-will these developments be translated into practical improvements which are lacking in traditional immunology? Someone has already said that: "Predictions are difficult, specially in relation to the future." We believe that global methods of analyses of Igs and, hopefully in the near future of T cells, will lead to the detection of distortions in the dynamics of the immune system which may be of clinical significance. The general picture created by the systemic outlook suggest that exploring the plasticity of lymphocytes networks aiming the restoration of a lost connectivity will bring more benefits that immunosuppression. Possibly, the use of large doses of intravenous IgG functions by restoring a lost connectivity. Initiatives of purifying anti-idiotypic Igs contained in IVIg in therapy of specific clinical conditions have been made and seem to be promising (Shoenfeld et al. 2002) . T cell vaccination is another largely unexplored frontier, which has already been proved of some clinical utility (Krause et al. 1999; Li et al. 2005) . A novel the treatment of severe bronchial asthma has been the use of a monoclonal anti-IgE antibody (Marcus 2006) ; its clinical efficacy warrants further investigation in its mechanism of action.
Coda: From chance to history
As pointed out above, a random origin of variants is essential to maintain natural selection of living species as the guiding force in evolution and is also essential to maintain clonal selection of lymphocytes as the explanation of immunological activity. Random processes are polarly opposite to conservative, systemic/ historical processes.
Our purpose in this essay has been to contrast the standard description of immunological activity with a way of seeing based on the biology of cognition and language, which is a general theory explaining the biological basis of human understanding and the nature of living systems proposed by Maturana et al. (Maturana 2002; Maturana and Poerksen 2004; Varela 1980, 1987; Mpodozis 1987, 2000) . This entails a switch from a way of seeing based on randomness plus selection (Darwinism), to a description based on systemic/historical processes; a change from chance to history, where history is understood as a sequence of structural changes distinguished by a human observer. In this second way of seeing, conservation rather than variation plus selection, becomes the guiding notion. Evolution is no longer understood as a random process; rather phylogeny is seen as a natural structural drift.
Changes in a natural structural drifts are not random, but rather structurally-determined. A boat adrift, although it follows no route and is supposed to go anywhere, actually follows a single path perfectly determined by its size and weight, the force of the wind, waves, currents and other factors. Eventually, a boat adrift may collide with rocks and sink or reach a beach and stop drifting, but these particular events in time never play the role of references for the drifting. Thus, we cannot legitimately claim that, in its drifting, the boat "approached" the rocks or the beach where it stops drifting, because an event in the future cannot serve as reference for structural changes in the present (Maturana and Mpodozis 2000) .
